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Long Ranger: EEStor's EV Ultra-Capacitor 
A replacement for electric cars' lithium-ion batteries? 
By Dave Chameides 
Email Date Posted 02-13-2007  

Just about anyone who has ever considered buying an electric vehicle (EV) and then decided against it 
cites one fact — and one fact alone — that caused them to rethink the idea. Range. The inability to drive 
long distances without enduring a five- or six-hour "refuel" has kept many of us out of the EV market. 
EEStor, a privately held Cedar Park, Texas, company dedicated to the design and manufacturing of high-
density storage devices, has taken a major step forward in eradicating this problem. 
 
Those long charging times result from the fact that most EV power systems rely on lithium-ion batteries, 
which take time to charge. Quick-charging the packs is possible, but this will result in shorter battery life. 
Neither way works well for the consumer. So the folks at EEStor decided to turn away from traditional 
battery systems and look toward capacitors, power storage devices that rely on two charged terminals 
separated by a non-conductive material called a dialectric. 
 
There has been speculation all over the Web these past few months that EEStor had finally "cracked the 
code" and created an ultra-capacitor that is better than a lithium-ion battery cell in almost every way. It 
seems that the company has finally done so: On January 17 EEStor announced third-party verification of 
the dialectric powders needed to make these capacitors. 
 
"This is a very meaningful milestone in terms of production of an ultra-capacitor for use in electric vehicles," 
noted Ian Clifford, CEO and founder of Zenn Motor Company. Zenn is an electric vehicle producer that 
holds exclusive rights to use this new technology in vehicles up to 2,645 pounds curb weight, roughly the 
same as a Honda Accord or Toyota Prius. "It will allow for the commercialization of high-range, high-speed 
vehicles for mass production," he said, finally making these cars a reality for the general public. 
 
Clifford pointed out that there are presently more than 40 million cars worldwide that fit this weight 
specification, so the potential uses for this technology are huge. Zenn expects to receive the first capacitor 
units by the end of the year and will have them in its NEVs (Neighborhood Electric Vehicle, meant for 
around-town driving) by the middle of next year. Zenn is also developing a vehicle using the new capacitors 
that will be capable of highway speeds and meets all highway safety standards. It is actively seeking 
dealers to partner with throughout North America. 
 
Unlike regular lithium-ion battery cells, the EEStor ultra-capacitors, or EESUs as they are called, are lighter, 
more versatile and can be charged and discharged up to a million times. 
 
"To put this in perspective," says Paul Scott, co-founder of Plug In America, "I drive an electric Toyota 
RAV4 with a 1,000-pound battery that is capable of holding 27 kWh (kilowatt-hours) of power. I could 
replace my battery with three EESUs, weighing a total of only 300 pounds, that are capable of holding 45 
kWhs of power." The additional power and reduced weight would more than double the vehicle's 120-mile 
range and it would recharge in a matter of minutes off 220 volts, slightly longer when using household 110 
volts. 
 
What's more, the EESU power system would not need to be replaced for well over a million miles. If 
replacement were to ever occur, the units are fully recyclable, and unlike batteries, contain no 
environmentally harmful compounds, according to Richard Weir, EEStor's president and CEO. 
 
Electric vehicles may have a long way to go in terms of availability and popular acceptance, but with the 
announcement of EEStor's breakthrough, range will no longer be an issue. With this new technology in 
place, an all-electric vehicle that is simpler, more efficient and less expensive than a comparable gasoline 
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car may be right around the corner. If Zenn has its way, you'll be able to pick up one of the company's cars 
at your local dealership, hop in, and drive it cross-country without stopping for longer than it takes to grab a 
bathroom break and a cup of joe.         

                                                              <><><><><><><><><> 

Unfortunately a plug in electric car is just as impractical on North American roads as the Hydrogen powered 
vehicle, both concepts amount to ‘pie in the Sky’. Hydrogen fuel cells are not a technically viable concept for 
reasons presented in earlier issues of the Trendevents.  Briefly, 1st and foremost is the difficulty producing 
and storing Hydrogen, which is produced by reforming Natural Gas to produce Hydrogen which is highly 
wasteful of energy the extreme. This next article explains the limitations of a power grid designed for this 
price system we live in and the one which follows reports on our current Energy Crises 

 
                                                                              <><><><><><><><><> 

 
Electrical Transmission Report:  By Ron Miller – Technocracy Authorized Speaker 

 
It is electrical current that does the work in electrical machines.  The problem with current is that it also 
produces heat.  Heat simply dissipates into the environment and is lost forever.  Electrical engineers solve 
this problem by increasing the voltage on a line.  Voltage is electrical pressure.  So the higher the voltage 
the lower the amount of current has to be used transmitting power over a distance.  This is why high voltage 
lines are used to send electric power long distances.  The AC (alternating current) standard for long 
distance lines is 500,000 volts although there are a few at other voltages.  DC (direct current) is more 
efficient for long distance.  One of the longest DC lines goes from Northern Oregon to Southern California 
and operates at 1,000,000 volts. 
 
One can’t use electrical power at such high voltages so transformers are used to reduce the voltage to 
usable levels.  Often this requires several stages of transforming before getting to 220 volts used in 
residential houses.  Most of the transforming is conducted in substations.  The voltage is reduced to the 
local line voltage for distribution in the local area.  Transformers used in power transmission are usually 
large, heavy and expensive.  Most transformers, particularly large ones, are, now, old.  Often, rather than 
buy a new one, an older one not in heavy use is transferred a new location. 
 
Electrical utility organizations are run just like any other price system business.  They attempt to spend the 
least amount for the greatest return.  Often this means sacrificing reliability.  Expansion of electrical facilities 
is almost always very expensive, energy intensive, time consuming and requires a great deal of advance 
planning.  High voltage lines cost in excess of a million dollars per mile.  One of the major problems is just 
siting facilities.  The standard rule is that everyone wants the power but no one wants the power line.  The 
same applies to substations.   
 
The result of all of this is that when demand is high (very hot or very cold days) the lines are running at very 
near full capacity.  Operators will often stretch the system a little past its limits hoping for the best.  What 
that always means is increasing current flow over the lines and through the transformers.  As current is 
increased the lines become hotter causing the metal to expand and the lines to sag closer to the ground.  If 
they get too close they could flash over to a tree.  When this happens a breaker opens disconnecting the 
line.  The electrical load will look for another path.  This can result in a cascading failure.  Overloaded 
transformers can explode. 
 
Substations are difficult and expensive to construct.  But more substations mean that power at the proper 
voltage is closer to the load.  Rather than build new substations utilities often will just increase the size of 
the lines to carry more current.  This increases inefficiency by heating the lines.  In other words the lines 
become just like a big toaster.   
 
There is a great deal of current discussion of such things as plug power for electrically driven cars.  In other 
words adding more load to a system now running on the edge.   
 
Many decades ago Technocracy recommended the construction of million volt DC transmission lines that 
would interconnect the entire North American continent.  Such ideas were never seriously discussed or 
considered.  The real value of such a system would be that power could be sent anywhere else on the 



continent.  It would mean that much generating capacity would no longer be needed.  Power from solar and 
wind could be sent anywhere it was needed.  A substantial portion of the most inefficient and polluting 
generation could be dumped.  The Midwest has huge wind power potential but no one there needs the 
power.  With a continent transmission system it could be fully utilized. 
 
Solutions to our problems are available but they are not simple and they will take time to construct.  People 
like simple solutions.  Sometimes they solutions that look simple create more problems than they solve.  
Careful consideration is a requirement. 

 
                                                                                          <><><><><><><><><> 

 

NORTHWEST GRID FEELS THE HEAT…  Last summer’s heat storm could prove a harbinger of more 

energy crises   by Michael Milstein – The Oregonian – May 20, 2007 
 
Searing heat last summer threatened the Northwest’s power supply, just as California drew more electricity 
than ever. As the temperature soared past 110, a Bonneville Power Administration converter in The Dalles 
was in danger of shutting down, cutting power to Southern California.  As climate change brings milder 
winters and warmer summers to the Northwest, the region’s peak energy usage has switched seasons… 
 
Monday, July 24, the summer of 2006… Temperatures shot toward the upper 90s, far higher than expected. 
The West Coast burned red on weather maps.  Air conditioners strained, gulping electricity like Gatorade.  
With each degree, demand accelerated… Above the trading desks a screen glowed with more trouble: A 
Montana coal-fired power plant that supplies PGE sputtered and shut down.  In California, broiling 
transformers exploded like Fourth of July rockets. Power managers there teetering close to blackouts, 
declared an emergency, seeking precious power from the Northwest’s hydroelectric dams.  Energy prices 
spiked nearly fivefold hitting a federal price cap of $4oo per megawatt hour.  Some sellers milked the frantic 
market, demanding $600… Then, suddenly, nobody had power to sell at any price.  For the first time in 
company history, PGE declared an electrical emergency as it came closer than ever to running out of power 
to keep lights on. 
 
Two competing forces have put us on course for the same thing to happen again: Rising summer 
temperatures, on one hand, and growing legions of energy-hungry air conditioners on the other… Our 
demand for electricity historically peaked in the winter. Now it is rising fastest in summer, when it’s in 
shortest supply.  Northwest utilities are aggressively seeking new sources of summer electricity and 
promoting more conservation.  Without that, the Northwest will run short of summer electricity within 10 
years – and possibly as few as three, says John Fazio, systems analyst with the Northwest Power and 
Conservation Council…  
 
Going into that scorching weekend last summer, forecasts predicted the heat wave would let up by Monday.  
So PGE traders, finishing work on Friday, lined up what should have been plenty of electricity to keep air 
conditioners humming for their 1.5 million consumers… Nighttime temperatures at the Portland airport 
Saturday hovered near 74 degrees.  Never since record-keeping began had it stayed so warm through the 
night. Eugene, Medford and Salem all set similar records… Sunday it hit 101 in Portland and 105 in Salem. 
The heat wave was hanging on… Monday morning at 6:30, Jim Lobdell, PGE’s vice president for power 
operations, held a conference call with is staff.  Lights and air conditioning would soon switch on in offices 
that had baked like ovens through the weekend.  Temperatures were heading toward 97, 7 degrees higher 
than forecast.  “It effectively told us we needed a whole other power plant out there that we weren’t 
anticipating.”  Lobdell says. “And so did everyone else… Utilities across the Northwest scrambled to make 
up the shortage. “You’d call someone, and they’d say, ‘I’m glad you called – you got anything to sell?’ ”Says 
David Mills, director of power supply operations at Puget Sound Energy. “You’d say, ‘Well, no – we called to 
buy from you. 
 
 A decade or two ago, summer nights turned cooler than they do now.  Even if they didn’t, fewer air 
conditioners drained energy from the system.  The Northwest never really needed air conditioning; nights 
brought reliable, cool relief…  That set up an elegant West Coast electrical balance.  In summer, the 
Northwest sent extra electricity south to run California’s air conditioners.  The sales brought in money that 
helped offset power rates here… In winter, when Oregonians crank their furnaces and space heaters, 
Northwest power demand peaked. That’s when California has energy to share… But now the Northwest’s 
peak power needs are upsetting the balance that worked so well, in 2002, PGE’s annual power demand 
peaked during summer for the first time. The peak came in summer again in 2003 and again lst year.  



Summer peaks should be routine within 15 years, PGE says…  Air conditioning drives the trend; Not 20 
years ago, fewer than a third of PGE homes had air conditioning.  Today, more than two-thirds do. New 
homes are bigger, and almost everyone is built with air conditioning.  And hotter summers like last year’s 
ush more homeowners to add air conditioners. 
 
At a control panel in the Boneville Power Administration’s Celilo Converter Station above The Dalles on 
Friday, July 21, Larry Townsend watched a temperature gauge tick toward disaster… The Celilo station, a 
vast yard of wiring and transformers the size of U-Haul trucks, feeds one of the nation’s largest electricity 
pipelines.   The California-Oregon Intertie carries more than enough electricity to supply Seattle three times 
over. The power flows south on 1 million-volt wires across 846 miles of Oregon and Nevada desert to 
Sylmar, Calif., near Los Angeles… Loading that power onto the lines generates tremendous heat.  Water 
flowing through tubes cools the machinery, carrying the heat away… The water continues into a cooling 
building full of fans which helped dissipate the heat.  But on July 21 the outside air was a fiery 113 degrees.  
The fans couldn’t cool the water.  Its temperature rose, hitting 120 degrees. 
 
At 126 degrees, the station’s multimillion-dollar converters shut down so they don’t burn up. That would be 
like unplugging the extension cord to California, which that same afternoon was drawing more power than 
ever in the state’s history, Streetlights would go dark. Computers would shut off.  Hospitals would lose 
power… Others rushed to Townsend’s side.  The water hit 122 degrees. Everybody’s watching that screen 
going, ‘What in world can we do?’” recalls Dave potter, a senior substation operator… Potter and co-worker 
Bob Canavan raced to the cooling building Looking around in the glare, they hit upon a plan: Hook up a fire 
hose, run it across the rocky yard and spray water onto vents where air enters the cooling building. They 
tied the hose to a green golf cart, aiming water toward the vents, in the control room, Townsend noticed the 
temperature had stopped rising.  Then, thankfully, it began to drop. 
 
Unusually hot summers have been five times more frequent in the Willamette Valley since 1990 than in the 
100 years before, according to the Western Regional Climate Center… Summer nights especially stay 
warmer, which keeps buildings from venting heat.  Air conditioners must turn on earlier and work harder on 
each subsequent day.  In the past decade, night-time summer temperatures in Portland registered about 2 
degrees higher on average than 30 years ago, according to data from the Oregon Climate Service…The 
trend matches the way global warming works. During the day, the sun drives temperature by heating up the 
planets service. At night, temperatures depend on how quickly the lingering daytime heat dissipates. “The 
main thing that affects the surface temperature at night is how efficiently it is able to cool,” says Alexander 
Gershunov, a research scientist studying the trends at San Diego’s Scripps Institution of Oceanography… 
But rising levels of carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas released by burning fossil fuel, trap some of the heat.  
That warms the atmosphere.  The warmer air can ten hold more moisture.  The extra moisture also acts as 
a greenhouse gas. “It’s still cooling at night.” Gershunov says. “It’s just not cooling as much as it used to.”… 
At the same time, winters are warmer, holding power needs down.  The Willamette Valley has not had a 
colder-than-average winter since 1993, the longest run of warm winters on record… 
 
California power officials, and some in the Northwest, say what happened last summer was an unusual 
weather coincidence unlikely to occur more than once every 80 years. But Danial Cayan, director of the 
Scripps Climate Research Division warned the California Energy Commission that what is now unusual may 
become less so.  If you believe climate models, he says, in 20 years heat waves will be two to three times 
more common than now. 
 
Until last July, California’s coast cities had never stayed so hot for so long. Nighttime temperatures set 
records. California’s power masters were a push-button away from blocking people out.  They asked the 
BPA for more Northwest Hydropower… Steve Oliver, the BPA’s vise president for power supply, had 
already told the Californians to look for other power. Buy whatever you can, he told them wherever you 
can… The wind turbines that have sprouted across the West were little help.  The high-pressure system 
making the region a sauna brought wind to a halt… The BPA prepared days ahead of time by moving extra 
water behind Columbia River dams so they could churn out more hydroelectric power. But the dams 
operate under federal court orders because of the harm they pose to salmon, limiting the power the dams 
supply. Judges ordered extra water spilled to help salmon get downstream. Dam operators can shift water 
to the turbines, generating extra power, only if energy gets scarce enough to put human life at risk… The 
morning of Monday, July 24, Oliver got on the phone with a team of biologists.  It may be time, he said to 
make that call… But California was not the only place anxious for power. Northwest utilities were in trouble, 
too.  PGE activated backup generators at hospitals and other sites to reduce the strain on its system, but 
customers drew more and more… It wasn’t merely a matter of not enough power.  It was also a matter of 



getting it to the right place… The web of electric cables that crisscrosses the Northwest behaves much like 
water pipelines. Only so much electricity can flow through it… Heat makes the lines sag—sometimes 10feet 
or more. Power flowing through them does the same. So if they’re already sagging from the heat, they can 
not carry as much power – or they might drop too close to the ground… That meant the lines last July 
carried less electricity at the very time it was needed the most. Just about every main line was at capacity. 
Or, as Robin Furrer, the BPA vice president for transmission puts it, “the pipes were full.”… The BPA had 
clearance to release extra water from Grand Coulee Dam, generating extra electricity when demand 
peaked. But bottlenecks formed in the transmission lines stretching across eastern Washington… Energy 
handlers at the DPA’s Dittmer Control Center in Vancouver oversee 15,000 miles of lines… But they could 
not find a route through the overloaded lines to move power to California… In Portland neighborhoods 
broiling transformers died, cutting off power. Demand overloads transformers more easily when it’s hot 
because they cannot get rid of their internal heat fast enough. And new air conditioners make them work 
hardest when it’s hot… In the end, electricity customers saved themselves from blackouts on that searing 
day. In California, Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger appealed to residents to save energy, and they did – 
cutting their usage by several power plants’ worth. In Portland some factories shut down and let PGE buy 
back the power the would have used… The BPA, among the few to see the heat coming, doled out enough 
power for the West Coast to keep its lights on, without putting salmon at risk… Utilities know that global 
warming is also likely to reduce summer water supplies that let dams generate power, even as the demand 
for that power keeps rising… But last summer, at least, the heat finally let up. And that time, at least, the 
relief came just in time. 
                                                                             <><><><><><><><> 

 
Highway projects’ (average) tab goes up 24% - New figures assume higher inflation rate - 

Ballot measure would still leave $6 billion gap    By Mike Lindblom  -  Seattle Times, January 2, 2007 
 
Thirteen regional projects now require $16 billion to build as originally hoped, up from $12.2 billion as of last 
January, a Seattle Times review found. So far, only$10.2 billion is earmarked from the ballot proposal plus 
existing gas taxes – leaving a $6 Billon Gap… Cement prices spiked, Steel prices rose, largely because of 
competition from new skyscrapers and roads in China. A flurry of mega projects, the post Hurricane 
reconstruction along the East coast, followed by floods and tornado damage this spring.  
 
The Highway plan depends on voters passing car-tab-tax and sales-tax increases totaling $100 to $120 a 
year for an average household…  At the same time, voters will be asked for a similarly sized sales-tax 
increase to extend Sound Transit rail. The proposed transit tax, combined with a continuation of Sound 
Transit’s existing taxes, would bring in $19 billion for future construction and operations over two decades. 
Rob Johnson, regional policy director for the pro-transit Transportation Choices Coalition, sad the figures 
make the political situation for complex.  State and local elected officials must unite on a final plan if they 
have any hope of running an effective campaign…  
 
(Local reader John Whitmore in a Letter to the Editor in the same paper wrote...)  Adding more roads leads 
to higher costs… Why do you (Seattle Times) print letters that go on about light rail is too costly? Compared 
with what?  (Freeways cars and buses?)  Do those letter writers really think that laying down two tracks is 
more expensive than building four or sex lanes of concrete? Do they think it is cheaper to resurface, fill in 
potholes, hire State Patrol, and investigate countless accidents, incredible amounts of injuries and death, on 
and on?  Do people really believe that buses and cars can move more people faster, safer and cheaper 
than mass transit?  How can a logical person come to that conclusion?   
 
Freeways and cars are not free… (Cost of replacing the Alaska Way Viaduct – two miles of freeway - $2 
billion $820 Million… or replace with the Developers Dream – an Alaskan Way Tunnel, early estimate $4 
billion 600 million… Did John realize that the Tunnel option fulfills his dream of a beautiful water front 
boulevard, where he sees trains and other mass transit; well connected Developers only see huge profit in 
developing new waterfront property… Paul C.) 
 
                                                                                    <><><><><><><><><> 

 

Same Seattle Times…World’s oil outlook frightening, group says By Andrew Garber 

agarber@seattletimes.com  360-943-9882 
Food shortages, cars abandoned another depression.  It’s the stuff off nightmares – and the type of future 
an eclectic group of engineers, computer experts and others in Seattle believe could await us… They’re not 

mailto:agarber@seattletimes.com


religious zealots predicting Armageddon, nor survivalists digging bomb shelters.  They believe the world is 
about to start running out of gas…  Literally!  Members of Seattle Peak Oil Awareness: www.Seattleoil.com      
expects world production of oil and gasoline to peak soon, if it hasn’t already, and hard times to follow.  
Similar groups are popping up around the country from Boston to Portland, despite oil-industry 
assertions that there’s nothing to worry about… (Sound familiar… Big Tobacco – Big Pharma – Insurance 
Industry Paul C.> and read the following re: FDA and the “FOOD SAFTY CRISIS”)  
 
                                                                                 <><><><><><><><> 

 
FDA inspections steadily decreasing Analysis of records reveals fewer employees, testing at federal 

agency. By Andrew Bridges and Seth Borenstein - The Associated Press  - The Seattle Times 02/27/07 
 
The (FDA) has been front and center in warning the public about tainted spinach and contaminated peanut 
butter. But is conducting just half the food-safety inspections it did three years ago... The cuts by the 
Food and Drug Administration come despite a barrage of high-profile food recalls… Between 2003 and 
2006 FDA food-safety inspections dropped 47 percent, according to a database analysis of Federal records 
by The Associated Press. That’s not all… There are 12 % fewer FDA employees in field offices who 
concentrate on food issues. – Safety issues for U.S. - produced food have drooped nearly 75 %, from 9,748 
in 2003 to 2,455 last year, according to the agency’s statistics.   
 
After the Sept.11, 2001 attacks, the FDA, at the urging of Congress, increased the number of food 
inspectors and inspections spiked in 2003, but now both have fallen enough to erase the gains… “The only 
difference is now it’s worse, because there are more inspections to do – more facilities – and more food 
coming into America, which requires more inspections,”  Said Tommy Thompson (Here we are here and 
now in 2007 we find Melomine contaminated protein arriving from China.  
                                                                                          

                                                                                        <><><><><><><><>  

 

Let’s not blow the chance for universal health care reform - Seattle P.I. – Jan. 04, 2007           

By Paul Krugman 
 
IN 2005, Almost 47 million Americans – including more than 8 million children – were uninsured, and many 
more had inadequate insurance… Apologists for our (present) system try to minimize the significance of 
those numbers. Many of the uninsured, asserted the 2004 Economic Report of the President, “remain 
uninsured as a matter of choice.”… And then you wake up.  A scathing article in Sundays Los Angeles 
Times 01/01/07 described how insurers refuse to cover anyone with even the slightest hint of a pre-existing 
condition. People have been denied insurance for reasons that range from childhood asthma to a “past bout 
of jock itch.”  
 
Some say that we can’t afford universal health care, even though every year lack of insurance plunges 
millions of Americans into sever financial distress and sends thousands to an early grave. But every other 
advanced country somehow manages to provide all its citizens with essential care.  The only reason 
universal coverage seems hard to achieve here is the spectacular inefficiency of the U.S. health care 
system… Americans spend more on health care per person than anyone else - almost twice as much as 
the French, whose medical care is among the best in the world. Yet we have the highest infant mortality and 
close to the lowest life expectancy of any wealthy nation… Part of the answer: our fragmented system has 
much higher administrative costs than the straight forward government insurance systems prevalent in the 
rest of the advanced world. Anna Bernasek pointed out in Sunday’s New York Times, besides the overhead 
of private insurance companies, “there’s an enormous amount of paperwork required of American doctors 
and hospitals that simply doesn’t exist in countries like Canada or Britain.”  
 
In addition, insurers often refuse to pay for preventive care, even though such care saves a lot of money in 
the long run, because those long-run savings won’t necessarily redound to their benefit. And the 
fragmentation of the American system explains why we lag far behind other nations in the use of electronic 
medical records, which both reduce costs and save lives by preventing many medical errors. The truth is 
that we can afford to cover the uninsured, greatly reduce administrative costs and make it juch easier to 
work on preventive care. (Paul Krugman then explains how Bill Clinton rejected a single payer approach, 
even though he understood its merits, and presented a complex plan which provided insufficient profit to the 
Insurance industry, who then went all-out against his plan with the notorious “Harry and Louise” ads. Isn’t 

http://www.seattleoil.com/


this proof of insanity - when you continue to fail in an attempt to do good and expect a different result?   The 
smart money is on he who has the money – Special interests will win, and not we the people! … Paul C.)  
                                                        <><><><><><><><> 

 
Real Oil Crisis: Documentary available for viewing online: 24 November 2005 
http://www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/s1515141.htm 
 
Reporter: Jonica Newby -  Producer: Greg Swanborough  -  Researcher: Leonie Hansell   
 
What would happen if the world were to start running out of oil?  Conventional wisdom says we've got 30 
years, but there's a growing fear amongst petroleum experts it's happening much sooner than we thought – 
that we are hitting the beginning of the end of oil now. So how soon will the oilrun out, and can we stop our 
economy collapsing when it does? How prepared are we for the real oil crisis?  
 
Transcript…  Narration: What would happen if the world started running out of oil? 
 
Jeremy Leggett: It's going to be very difficult to get gasoline for transport. Food is not going to be getting 
through in enough quantities to the shops,  
 
Narration: Conventional wisdom says that's at least 30 years away. So why does a growing group of 
petroleum experts believe it's coming within three? - Eric Streitberg: Ah. I think it's happening now frankly. 
Peter Newman: It gives me nightmares when I think about what we're headed 
for. 
 
Narration: Are they just scare-mongerers or have the rest of us been asleep at the wheel. Are we about to 
hit the real oil crisis? - Jeremy Leggett: Really when the crisis dawns I think people are going to be 
looking back in anger… How have we allowed ourselves to get into this mess? 
 
Narration: In just a century, we've allowed our lives to become entirely dependent on cheap oil. 
Jonica Newby, Reporter: And it's not just that 90% of our transportation is fuelled by oil. This shopping 
centre is literally full of petroleum products…  Look: the fabric in these clothes - petroleum based. These 
plastics, petroleum based. It takes on average 6 barrels of oil just to bring one cow to market.  
 
Narration: Yet who of us stops to think oil is a finite resource – the lifeblood of our modern world is steadily 
pouring away. - Jeremy Leggett: We just take it so much for granted that cars drive around, the pumps are 
always full. I talk to people in financial institutions who are investing on the assumption that oil supplies are 
going to grow and grow into the 2030's… I hardly ever meet anyone who knows about this problem outside 
a relatively elite group of whistleblowers inside and around the oil industry. 
 
Narration: Dr Jeremy Leggett is part of an international splinter group of petroleum geologists convinced a 
tipping point on oil is imminent… This former oil industry insider, now alternative energy advocate, has 
written a new book outlining the case… It makes startling reading… The most oil ever discovered was way 
back in 1965.  
 
Narration: This graph traces world oil discoveries… Since 1965, the amount of oil discovered each year has 
inexorably plunged -despite all our advances in technology. - Jeremy Leggett: The last time we discovered 
a whole new province was the North Sea in the early 1970's and really you know these days the average 
size of an oil field that gets discovered is about 50 million barrels. It's nothing, it's a drop in the ocean. We're 
using 84 million barrels a day… The last year we discovered more oil than we consumed was 1981… We 
use 2 barrels of oil for every barrel discovered. – Jeremy Leggett: I've been talking to people who I know 
because of my past in these big oil companies and they tell me there are no more big oil fields 
left to find.  
 
Narration: So if we've found nearly all the world's oil, how long before it runs out? - Surprisingly, that's not 
so important. The real question is when will we reach half way - it's known as 'peak oil'. - Jonica Newby, 
Reporter: So what exactly is peak oil, and why is it so serious? - That's what I'm heading to the west 
Australian oil fields to find out. 
 
Narration: My guide is a geologist from deep within the oil industry. - Eric Streitberg is managing director of 
Australian oil company, ARK energy. - He's just decided to go public with his fears. - Eric Streitberg: The 

http://www.abc.net.au/catalyst/stories/s1515141.htm


reason I feel strongly about this is that people don't understand the underlying causes of why petrol prices 
are going up and what the effect that could have on our lives. 
 
Narration: Eric is about to show me what happens when an oil field reaches peak oil. - Eric Streitberg: The 
oil field was discovered in 2001 and its now on full production doing about 6000 barrels of oil a day which is 
about 10% of Western Australia's consumption. - Jonica Newby, Reporter: Wow: 10%. 
 
Narration: When oil is first pumped, it's under pressure and comes out easily - production rises. - But over 
time, oil pressure drops. Water is pumped in to maintain pressure. At the half way point, it reaches peak oil, 
and then - Eric Streitberg: We're holding on to peak production at the moment but we'll be going into the 
inexorable decline of all oil fields very shortly. - Jonica Newby, Reporter: Really, and there's nothing you 
can do? - Eric Streitberg: No you can slow the decline but you can't stop it. 
 
Narration: To ram home the point, Eric takes me to an oil field which passed peak oil in 1992. - Eric 
Streitberg: Jonica this is what we are getting out of this old oil well. It's 99% water and 1% oil. 
Narration: All oil fields follow the same pattern of rise, peak, then fall - even if they encompass an entire 
nation.- The US hit peak oil in 1971. The UK with its North Sea oil peaked in 1999. Australia peaked in 
2000. -  So when will planet earth reach peak oil? - That depends on what's really happening here. The 
place that provides a quarter of the world's oil… the Middle East. - Jeremy Leggett: These governments 
have not let anyone in to verify how much oil they have for getting on for a quarter of a century and in the 
1980's there were some really suspicious treatment of oil reserves data. Most of the Gulf countries 
increased their national proved reserves supposedly by in some cases up to double, and then ever since 
the quoted figures have not gone down very much at all. I don't believe that for a minute. 
 
Narration: The dissident geologists went back to original surveys to estimate total Middle East oil. They 
added world known reserves, and projections of all future oil to be discovered. - That's how they calculated 
the world will reach peak oil in the next 3 years - if we're not there already. - Jeremy Leggett: 2008 maybe 
2009, certainly no later than 2010. That's the point at which we will no longer be living in a world with 
growing supplies of generally cheap oil but instead living in a world of rapidly shrinking supplies of ever 
vastly more expensive oil and that point of realisation is going to come as a real shock. - Then we will see 
world record oil prices. Who knows how high they can go. 
 
Narration: So what does the mainstream think? - The world's largest petroleum company is ExxonMobil - 
Esso. It employs 20,000 scientists to generate their own exhaustive data sets. - In their Melbourne 3D 
seismography room, I meet head of exploration, geologist Dr Doug Schwebel. - Doug Schwebel: OK this is 
a 3 dimensional image of the geology offshore Bass Strait in Victoria.  
 
Narration: Doug acknowledges oil will run down eventually, he just vigorously disputes when. - Doug 
Schwebel: Well people have been predicting for over a hundred years that we're going to run out of oil. It 
hasn't happened. We don't think it's going to happen in the near term. 
 
Narration: Exxon calculates twice as much oil left in the world as the so called 'early peakers' - placing peak 
oil decades away. - Doug Schwebel: I mean we're talking at least out to 2030 with what we know today. 
And then potentially another 20 - 30 years beyond that with technologies that we can envisage might exist. 
You know if we can improve technology by only 10% then we can recover an additional 600 - 800 billion 
barrels of oil. 
 
Narration: If this majority view is correct, we have plenty of time for a smooth, market driven transition to 
alternatives via hybrid cars. - Cruising in the balm of this reassuring future, it's tempting to dismiss the 
'early peak' camp entirely, as a small bunch of vested interest dooms-dayers. But it's not that easy. 
Petroleum giant Chevron is now running these startling advertisements. - And here in Australia, some 
surprising people have come out in the early peak camp… Earlier this year, Eric Streitberg asked an 
extraordinary question at the Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Association conference. 
 
Eric Streitberg: I asked them to put up their hands if they thought that we had reached peak oil. Fifty percent 
of the people in the audience put up their hand saying that they believe we're at peak oil and these are 
practicing petroleum industry professionals. 
 
Narration: So what if they're right? - This is what the early peak camp are terrified of - an apocalyptic gulf 
between dwindling supply and rising demand from the voracious east. - Jeremy Leggett: It's panic that 



causes collapses in markets. People start selling their shares. That's what happened in October 1929 and it 
just snowballs. - Eric Streitberg: Rationing - people having to queue for three days to get a tank full of petrol, 
people not being able to afford to heat their houses. - Peter Newman: Getting to 2 to 3 to 4 dollars a litre 
you really are grinding to a halt. 
 
Narration: But couldn't we just switch to alternatives - like solar cars or hydrogen? - Professor Peter 
Newman should know. He's been trying to prepare his home town of Perth with a post-petroleum transport 
system - which includes Australia's first hydrogen buses. - Peter Newman: This is a transition that can't be 
done overnight. Hydrogen technology is being developed but it's a 20 year program. - Jonica Newby, 
Reporter: Twenty years? - Peter Newman: Yeah, the next 20 years are an absolute critical point where I 
don't know that we can make it. I just feel we haven't started soon enough. 
 
Narration: The trouble is, if peak oil is imminent, other mooted oil substitutes, like biofuels, tar sands, shale 
oil, could only yield a fraction of the world's needs. - And no one can think of an alternative fuel for 
aeroplanes. - Jeremy Leggett: So I've looked at it all and I don't see a way of closing the gap quickly 
enough. That's the honest and depressing answer. It's all about renaissance. It's all about how quickly we 
can repair the problems and get an alternative infrastructure after the crisis breaks. 
 
Narration: Whether we reach the end of cheap oil in 3 years or 30, it will be a defining moment for human 
society. - Even if there's only a one in ten chance the early peakers are right, with the lifeblood of our 
economy at stake, shouldn't we listen, just in case. - Eric Streitberg: If people like myself are taking the view 
that they need to speak out, I think it's time to start taking it seriously. - Peter Newman: We have lots of 
preparedness for terrorist attacks; but where's the plan for peak oil? We don't have one. Jeremy Leggett: I 
think the interesting thing about the problem is that we'll find out. We'll find out who's right really soon, within 
a few years it will happen and play out on our watch. 
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Economics, Not Arms, to Shape U.S.-China Relationship - May 15, 2007 by CommonDreams.org 
by William D. Hartung 

While all eyes are on Iraq, the United States is quietly promoting a new arms race in Asia… Example 
number one of this new arms push is a campaign to pressure the parliament of Taiwan to approve the 
purchase of $10 billion in U.S. armaments. After Taiwan’s elected representatives recently turned down the 
package for the 70th time, they were roundly criticized by Stephen Young, the top U.S. official in Taipei. 
“We believe that Taiwan is not responding appropriately to the steady buildup of the military across the 
Taiwan Strait,” asserted Young. He suggested that the failure to buy more U.S. arms — from submarines to 
Patriot missiles - “causes Taiwan’s friend, the United States, to question whether our security partner here 
is serious about maintaining a capable defense.” 

Looming in the background of the Taiwan deal is a campaign to label China as America’s next big military 
threat. China’s recent decision to increase its military budget by 18% may sound ominous, but it must be 
seen in the context how low Beijing’s spending is compared with the United States. The U.S. military budget 
is now running at $440 billion per year, not counting the costs of the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan. That is 
more than five times China’s $84 billion level. Meanwhile, U.S. regional allies Australia, Taiwan, Japan, and 
South Korea account together for an additional $82 billion in annual military spending. And the U.S. has 
plans to sell India tens of billions of dollars worth of nuclear technology and combat aircraft. 

Given this spending imbalance, it would take China three decades or more of massive annual increases to 
catch up with spending by the U.S. and its allies. And that’s assuming that China’s potential adversaries 
stand still - which they assuredly will not. 

http://www.commondreams.org/


Potential U.S. arms deals in Asia include the $10 billion deal with Taiwan (if Taipei finally succumbs to U.S. 
arm twisting), access to the top-of-the-line F-22 combat aircraft for Japan, and a new tranche of U.S. fighter 
planes for South Korea. 

Why the rush to pour U.S. arms into the region? 

The answer is one part ideology and one part greed. Hard-line elements within the administration and 
among its allies at the Heritage Foundation and other right-wing think tanks have been busily working to 
portray China as the ultimate “rogue state” — a more economically vibrant version of the old Soviet Union. 

This threat mongering bears little resemblance to reality, but if deals can be struck with Iran and North 
Korea in the next five to ten years the U.S. will be “running out of enemies,” as Colin Powell said at the end 
of the Cold War. Even if tensions with these two states linger, they are hardly adequate to justify a military 
budget that is approaching half a trillion dollars per year. Hence the need to puff up the Chinese “threat.” 

The ideological drive to demonize China conveniently coincides with the interests of the military-industrial 
complex. One day the war in Iraq will end, and arms makers and their allies in the Pentagon and on Capitol 
Hill will be searching for new rationales to keep weapons factories running full speed ahead. An F-22 sale to 
Japan may help bail out Lockheed Martin, which has seen Air Force orders drop from an original target of 
750 planes to 180 or less, even as the plane’s cost goes up and its performance goes down. Aircraft sales 
to South Korea and India could help Boeing and/or Lockheed Martin stretch production runs for their current 
generation fighter planes. And the controversial arms package for Taiwan will be a boon to US. ship and 
missile makers. 

A different dynamic is possible. Whatever the rhetoric may be, Taiwan has large and lucrative investments 
in China, as does South Korea. China is the biggest market for Boeing’s main civilian product, airliners. And 
there is a strong current among non-military U.S. businesses to see China as a potential market, not a 
looming menace. Growing trade relations, underpinned by cultural and diplomatic interchanges, offer the 
best hope of heading off the plans of the “get China” crowd. 
Fostering a relationship between the U.S. and China in which both sides move towards greater pursuit of 
human rights, economic justice, and environmental responsibility will be difficult under any circumstances. 
But it may be next to impossible in the context of a new arms race in Asia. 

William D. Hartung is a Senior Research Fellow at the World Policy Institute. 
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Energy – Hot Rocks:   By David Biello – Scientific American   April 2007 
 
Geothermal power plants could supply the energy needs of the U.S. thousands of times over, concludes an 
18 – member panel led by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.  Geothermal stations create 
electricity by relying on liquid or vapor heated deep within the earth.  The panel proposes to construct many 
new geothermal power plants, drilling down in the high-temperature bedrock, creating an open reservoir 
and pumping liquid into it to be heated.  The researchers estimate that some 13 trillion (10 to the 24th) joules 
lurk deep underneath U.S. soil and that 1.5 percent of that energy is recoverable, without taking cost into 
account.  More than 100 gigawatts of geothermal power (one tenth of the current U.S electrical generation) 
could be developed for $1 billion during the next 40 years – at the full cost of one carbon capturing coal-
fired power plant or one third the cost of a new nuclear generator.  The challenge: not to lubricate any faults 
that could trigger earthquakes as has occurred in Basel, Switzerland. 
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